
AGENDA 
DEANS COUNCIL MEETING 

2:30-4:16 pm, June 23, 2014 
A-701 

 
1. FIPSE Grant Update   S. Garcia –  

UH is asking to do joint application, relating to Complete College 

program. Already getting $5 million over next few years from Houston 

Endowment. This would be added to that. We need to identify our 

academic programs we would like to do it with. We’re also doing other 

FIPSE proposals, one with Gardner Institute, where we are lead. We can 

only lead on one, but can participate in more. Deans need to identify one 

program in their college that is important that they could apply measures 

to increase retention, graduation, etc. 

 

2. Fall Enrollment    LeGrande –  

Right now, we’re up 2.5%, but some could relate to how we’re doing 

student orientations. We are doing pretty well with transfers but still 

working on that. Summer is up about 11%, as opposed to UH which is 

down 6%. Discussion of freshman/University seminars – getting students 

into them, how many students need these classes, are the sections we 

planned sufficient, are there too many, etc. Transfer students might not 

be required to take our seminar if they’re already core complete. 

Freshmen have to take. Graduate applications are coming in pretty 

heavily, now we need to process them. We have to step up our response 

time on those because adults demand quick response. Led to discussion 

of UH Online effort, which expects to enroll 15 to 25K students by 2020. 

Chancellor has called in consultant. Also discussion on what is needed to 

admit graduate students – are we trying to get them to jump through 

unnecessary hoops? 

 

3. Degree plans and Catalog   Hugetz –  

Ongoing problem with identifying what is required for various degrees and 

degree tracks. Provost asked Deans if he can work directly with Associate 

Deans and consider them final authorities; Deans agreed. 



 
4. Staff Appraisals    Hugetz –  

Not all are done; must get these done. 

 

5. IDEA implementation   Hugetz –  

Some work needs to be done on this during summer, so faculty can know 

how to describe learning outcomes and course evaluation on their syllabi. 

IDEA is new faculty/course evaluation system we are starting this fall. 

Faculty need to specify essential learning outcomes and 2 or 3 others. He 

wants to work with Associate Deans to be getting this done. They agreed. 

Did workshops in spring, but not many faculty attended. 

 

6. Leadership Retreat    Hugetz –  

Finalizing materials for retreat (in August) this week. Some pushback 

about doing it on weekend. Group agreed during week would be better. 

August 13-15 (just evening for 13th). Discussion of location, to provide 

input. 

 
7. Legislative Appropriation Request  Hugetz –  

Submitting $108 million in TRB’s for new Science building, also $10 

million for land. Special items will probably be proposed, even though 

they may well not be granted – 1) Urban Agriculture; 2) Microsoft 

Innovation Center being proposed here (only one other in U.S., Microsoft 

came to Houston, Houston government came to us); 3) item related to 

Center for Public Deliberation. Special items need to be community-

related. Some of these things may be done, even if special items not 

obtained. 


